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leopard, an embroidered choga—the local cloak—and
two horses. The Colonel asked that the horses should be
kept for him at Baltit.
Then there were dances for our entertainment and in a
small room four little boys in khalats moved gracefully in
measured time with those movements of the neck peculiar to
Turkish dances. They had long black wigs, which, it
appeared, had belonged long ago to Kashgar women. I
recognized the biggest boy. He was "nursemaid3' to the little
boy who had the Agha Khan's likeness in his hat.
Directed Economics.
Our Mir, Mohammed Nazim Khan, had been to Bombay
and. Calcutta, but now he lived far away from the rest of the
world, reigning as absolute monarch over his fourteen
thousand subjects. Illiterate, he was nevertheless quite
aware of what was going on in the world, and was no
longer wholely dependent on the Political Agent at Gilgit.
That year, as a matter of fact, an agreement had been
concluded according to which the Maharajah of Kashmir
renounced all claim to interfere in the affairs of the little
principality and withdrew his vizier and his troops. The
Political Agency was therefore independent and its defence
forces consisted entirely of native Scouts.
Now that the valleys were no longer divided by mortal
enmities, it would seem that life ought to be perfect in a place
so far from the political troubles of the world. But ho. A
keen struggle was being waged against Nature. As soon as
the rise in population becomes appreciable there has to be
emigration, for the valleys cannot support more than a given
number of people. Nothing suitable for export is produced
and the natives are too poor to be able to afford to buy grain
from India. The economic situation is so arranged that
they may not increase their flocks for lack of pasture and that

